
S:"would offer standard 'conversion problems. We looked into the possibility of
1\

the transatlantic cable. Well, we found out we could do that. We could split

•
the Coronation, a three-hour ceremony, up into single frames of film, and we

could feed them ~ "_-_~) through the cable one frame at a time, and

I think we estimated it would take some ninety-nine years and seven months to

get the full signal into this country. (Heighton laugh~) So I went over to

England to prowl around in December of 1952 to see what could be done and had

some conversation with the BBC -- they were sympathetic and with a former

BBC Program Director, Norman Collins, who was then working on a new kinescop-

ing system which hE thought he might have ready -- ~igh definition kinescopes,

I think he called it. But in the meantime we decided we'd better go .for a

thirty-five millimeter backup, so we chart~a Boeing Stratocruiser from BOAC,..
now BA, and arranged to get it in time to install generators -- they had a

sort of basement floor in the Stratocruisers -- a bar down in the basewent.
(j/v (75-

We put generators there, we put Moviola film editIn~~uP' in the body of the

plane, hired enough British film crews to get thirty-five millimeter on the

route of march. But this still didn't cover the Coronation, but
P
1taying --A

pressing the BBC they finally gave us permission to kinescope, tele-record

the ceremony. Then we decided the best place to do that would be at London
...L-

Airport, so we got permission to use the third floor of ~ little brick build-

ing at London Airport. Butstil! there was the question of what kind of equip-

ment you use. Well, the Chief 'of General Engineering for CBS at that time,

Bill Lodge, had an idea that he could go to a company called -- what was that?

__ the company up the Hudson River at Tarrytown -- and he could get them

General Precision Technology or something of the sort, GPL - General Precision
•

Laboratories __ that he could get them to his specifications to create equip-

ment which would tele-record, kinescope the ceremony, change the standards,
•
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develop the film, and project it on the wall within fifty-eight seconds after

the event happened. So the question then is, "Can we afford it?" Well, we

got the money up and so they went to work to build the equipment. The Coro-

nation was set for June 2nd. We sent the crew over about the first of April

to start installing the machinery, three engineers and one from GPL. So they
,

installed the equipment and arranged the lines from the BRC, for example, to

-the airport. The only question was how they were going to get it to this

country. We know that we could put that aboard the Stratocruiser and leave

at one o'clock London time and get to the U.S. by eleven o'clock New York time

ten hours plus five hours time change. Well, we made an adjustment and

decided to go to Boston which would save an hour, so we cou~d get in by ten

o'clock into Boston. But that still isn't what we wanted to d~ and we still

had the problem that we lacked affiliates. NBC had all these single-station

~grkets.with permanent affiliations and we were second. So we rashly promised

that we'd be first. We got a sponsor, Willys Overland, which people have now

long since forgotten, so we got the sponsor with the guarantee that we were

going to be first. Now how are we going to? Well, the next step is to go

to the BBC again, and, at the time the BBC representative of Canada, Charles

Curran, who later became the Director-General of the BBC. was interested in

North American coverage for Canada as well as for the U.S. -- .it so happened

that the Royal Canadian Air Force had some Canberras, so they decided that

the RCAF would fly Canberras over to London, to Lqndon Airport, and be pre-

pared to leave at one 0' clock from London Airport; the minute the ceremony wao;;..,,-/../., ua:,
Montreal, not to New York, sO -- and we could~

;50 rtime, sfta 'WIt' ~.~ we wanted our own show --
But they were going toover.

tv
pic~ up in Montreal at that

we didn't want the Canadian show because we had it sold and we couldn't take
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down to Boston and we projected from Boston. Now ABC was ahead of us with ~
CU~~V J
the ~ because they took from Montreal, but that was the CBC show. We got

our own with Willys Overland sponsorship, so ...

the Canadian show -- there was no place to accommodate commercials. So this

becomes a long story, but we had an affiliate in GalvestO~J Texas, Galveston-

Houston, named Paul Taft", but the major investor in his station was Jimmy

Stewart from Hollywood. Jimmy Stewart at that time was interested in souped-

up World War II airplanes, P-5ls, and he had a pilot working for him, Joe Di

Bono ~) who'd won a lot of air races. So through Paul Taft we got to Jimmy

Stewart who made Joe Di Bono available to us. So on the Coronation Day Joe

Di Bono went up to Goose Bay in Labrador where the RCAF plane was going to

stop. We sent the stuff, we got it finished up in London, put it aboard ~
11"1;· .I::; (. .If (-' {' /f,v Ij' /,,/;riA
~"~ to Goose Bay -- RCAF flew it to Goose Bay, he took it on

Heighton:" Ana you got it on the air at what time?

Mickelson: Four o'clock in the afternoon.

Heighton: And how long did the coverage last?
Mickelson: Total coverage lasted about three hours, but you see what we were

doing was editing that. We edited it in camera in effect. Walter Cronkite

was his own anchor man and technician for that one. He had to switch himself~.- ." ,
tj.7 ?

on and off the air. We went over together on the,United States. We took the

records of the 1937 Coronation with uS and we played the record over and over

again until we memorized -- almost memorized the ceremony and we knew where

ld So we'd give him the cue to cue in the next episode which waswe wou cut.
going to happen forty-three minutes down the way, for example ••.

Heighton: I see.

Th we'd insert the commercial "and we'd pick it up again and
... enMickelson:
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(Transcribed 4/18/79 - 6:l5-7:00p.m.)

this gave us a chance to change the reels on the film so that we had that

fairly well -- now, still it was all double system film which meant you had

picture track in the one hand and sound track.inme other and nobody ever did

really match it up, so that when Di Bono got all this stuff in hand, they just

filled his cockpit -- he hardly had room to get into this trimmed-down P-5l to

carry the film, but he got it through. Then we made good, we delivered to

our stations. The only thing that bothered me is that one of the Willys com-
I; u,'1 Ii. ~

mercials called Willys Overland "The Queen of the ~",.-.#}.

Heighton: Oh, dear. (Laughs) In that coverage you originated your own film.

Were you still buying film from outside sources? When did you set up your own

newsfilm... ~
Mickelson: Well, one of the first things I was told when I started in with

the television side was, "You've just to make a change from this Tele-News

because we can't establish a news department of our own when we're buying film

from the outside." And I saw that one fast and it was perfectly obvious that
L.!:;t~O~i~rrr.~,~e~g~r~a~t,-,e~.,--~I~f~w~e~~h;a~d~g~o~O~d~r:§e~~~~~~O~O~d~c~o~rf..:r~e~s~o~nden!:s--,__~_lla 0 be abIe

we had to integrate sO that the correspondent an ~ m were on the sameI
•..•

same time. I spent about two years, I guess, working on it.
_ .. r " r ," r'

i.l u/~~!A~:: ~":\t.' '
got turned down because\too,money ~ and the CBS Television Net-/ v t.,~l\Ju,

work still didn't have the resources. So ~e kept on working -- on one of

• story at the
I{.T

'late first we

• these trips in connection with the Coronation in 1952 I sat down with Bill

McClure ~ who was working for the "See It Now" unit in London, a newsreel

cameraman, and we plotted out a complete scale o~ foreign bureau points and

......

how much personnel we'd need and what it would cost and the like. We had done

the same thing in the U,S. I guess we finally got the go ahead in about March

of 1953. We had to do a couple of things -- we had to get some union business

straightened out, but then the question is Tele-News cancel~ -- I mean their
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contract expires in May 1953. They wouldn't -- if you're not going with

them for a longterm period they just didn't want us at all, so we had to

gear up this machinery to go in a matter of about a month. And I think that

was one of the major changes we made. I think that's one of the great ac-

complishments of that period, the fact that we were able to put together a

worldwide news-an-film gathering agency in a period of only several weeks

and make the thing go. It meant organizing a staff for example, we had

to lick the whole problem of traffic. In other words, when you're moving

film you had to have a staff which would decide where it is, at what time,

when it's coming in. The problems of laboratories. What standards are we .
..-------- (~··emo fH,M!'1 are we going to use? Wegoing to use? What lab

signed contracts for labs. We had to set up a library film library, and
/r(./ill/ ["yfilm editing ~~, and so forth. We got out ot 48) Madison Avenue,

or;
"

the headquarters building, and got space down in the Grand Central Terminal

up on the fifth floor. It was not very good, but at least it gave us enough

room to maneuver. I think that was a major change. It was pretty bad. The
..• quality was bad for awhile and there were a lot of hitches in the operation,
•

but it eventually got straightened out.
Heighton: Would you give US the background on the consolidation of CBS Radio

and Television News into one division?
Mickelson: Yeah, we had nothing but problems from the period of the separa-

tion of radio and television in 1951. From that point on, there was always a

contest. Nobody bothered us on the use of Doug Edwards because he was doing
.4k~only television anyway. ~ we weren't bothered much on the use of Cronkite,

•
but we weren't using ~ very much anyway except on these specials. But on
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other correspondents, the tadio people were just very jealous of their cor-

·respondents and they had them all and didn't want them to work for us. We

got through the political conventions of 1952 and the coverage of the elec-

tions by using producers and directors and so forth on the staff, and writ-

ers, and some affiliate personnel to do it so we wouldn't have to get into

entanglements with the radio people. But it was perfectly obvious that the

system was not working, and I kept on complaining and -- well, I'm sure the

radio people were too because they were complaining that we were invading
(/0· \f..!..

their area and interfering with radio which is the only medium that coun t s ,

So the management finally began to take note of it and I suppose they had

recognized that for a long time and were just waiting for television to de-

velop sufficient strength to make the move.

But I got a call one day, again from Frank Stanton, saying, "Can yOll come on

up right away?" And he and Paley were talking and he said, "If we were to

combine the radio and television news operations into a single organization,

how would you suggest we set· it up?" I said, "Give me five minutes and let

• me run down and get an organization chart I've been working on for the tele-

·said, "Fine, let's go ahead with it." So then I Jilas asked to be the Vice

President, the Corporate Vice President, not divisional but corporate in

charge of radio and television news, public affairs, sports, and the like.

So I went ahead and organized it on that basiS. But of course you know that

a corporate departJDeDt is :csally a staff function. It shouldn't be an oper-

vision operation." So I brought it on up and showed how at various places

you could move radio into this thing. And within a couple of days, they

II.....
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ating department. So we really were in a position where we weren't much

~.. of anything. We were not a division the others were divisions -- so

that we began to see, and I think Stanton, who is very neat and orderly, be-

gan to see that a corporate department is not the right status and it should

be a divisional status, so we gradually over a period of two or three years

moved to acquire the other requisites of full divisional status. I guess
iN f 4t. r.. ()I: !t(.(,

the last one was EuSl.iff'" .~ (mat4I'«a), but we put on sales liaison,

we put in our own public relations, eventually we had our own accounting and

budgeting facilities and the like, so by, oh, a couple of years after that
.Jwe had full divisionAstatus.

Heighton: What year was that?
Mickelson: Let's see, we were -- well, 1954 is the year of the creation of

the corporate department and I guess by 1957 we were declared to be a full

division.
Heighton: And that's when you were named the first president of CBS N~s.

Mickelson: Well, it's __ yeah. For awhile I was Vice President of CBS,

• ];corporated, and General Manager of the News Division. I insisted then

that we call the division CBS News, sO it became CND, CBS News Division. But

of course when I'd sit in meetings with the president of the Television Net-

work and the president of the Television Stations and the president of the

Radio Division and the president of Columbia Records and the president of

Manufacturing and the president of International <,!ndthe president of the

Labs, it was rather strange to call the head of the News Division a general

manager, and I think they began to see that and so I -- oh, a couple of months,

several months later they decided that they had to go along with the president

...... title.
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(Transcribed 4/27/79 - 6:20-7:25p.m.)

Heighton:. During all these years of great growth in the news department at

CBS, how did you go about building a staff and expanding your operation?

Mickelson: Well, cautiously, E~) obviously, and slowly -- well not so

slowly actually the way it came out, but we couldn't move with tremendous

speed because again you've got to recognize the fact that CBS was only a

secondary or tertiary television network in the early 1950s. NBC had the
((ul;,L c/"first . ..~f5 ..ned) strength; I should think ABC probably was

second because it had such strong local markets in which· they owned theLr

own stations. We were really relatively weak and had to wait until we were

able to acquire sufficient affiliates to be able to move ahead rapidly, so

that we stalled along for a long period of time, but that gave us a chance

to think in terms of what we really needed most. And it was perfectly obvi-

ous that for television purposes we needed a blend of quite a number of ta1-

ents and competencies and experiences because we were nor simply radio, we

were not newspapers, we were not newsreel, but we had ~ little bit of all of

that, so in putting a team together we would reach in all -- for example, the

first time I selected a news director, I took a managing editor from a news-

paper thinking, "For the editor's job we really need somebody who's had that

type of experience." For the first man to run our newsfilm operation we got

an old newsreel editor executive, so we got that into it. For other personnel

.......

we took some film editors from "March of Time" and gave them executive posi-

tions. One person we borrowed from Look Magazine, Les t'lid~/II..:.t~. He is

still there, he is still producing most of the news specials, but he brought

the competence in still picture editing. I can't claim credit for Don Hewitt

because he was there before I got there, but Don had come from Acme ~ News

Pictures and was a still picture editor and knew that side of the business.

•



....
So what we did was I think build an amalgam of a great number of different

talents, all of which were in some way related to the television business.

And I think out of it we gradually developed a television business. And I

think out of it we gradually developed a television newsman.

Heighton: Would you tell us the background on the evolution of "See It Now"

from "Hear It Now" and Ed Murrow's involvement in that?

Mickelson: Yeah, I can do that very easily. In the summer of 1950, very

shortly after I got there, I sat in one of those sessions with Paley and

Stanton and we found out that they didn't like this dramatic treatment for

documentaries very much. They thought that by then -- they'd had a four-

year run on it starting with "The Eagle's Brood" ~ in 1946 and going through

a series of them, and they wanted something new. They asked me to give some

thought to what I would do. Hubbell Robinson, my immediate superior, was

fortunate1r¥in Be,Emuda on vacation so I didn't have to clear everything with

him. I sat down and worked out a rather lengthy, detailed memorandum explain-

ing how we could start tackling difficult subjects with video -- with audio-

• tape. Videotape was still seven years down the road more or less. And they

said, "Fine, you know we ought to go ahead and do some of this, but who's go--[jJ /
ing to run it? Who's going to produce it?" Well, I hadn't really startillrg

thinking then, but it occurred to me immediately that there was a young fellow

over at NBC whose name was Fred Friendly. He's on the NBC,staff, he has just

completed a series of four-hour programs on atomic energy in which he parlayedC$i'
two strange persons, you might say, Bob Hope and William L. Lawrence~), the

scientist __ science writer for,~~~ Times, and the juxtaposition of

those two personalities made for a great show. They said, "Fine go ahead and

get him." Well, Fred had worked with Ed MurrOW, on the "Hear It •••," "I Can

,_,I:
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? '/ ,/'10, /f I r.1.,-iIttS,"
"~(.(".'I"", ,1.~~.

Hear It Now" ,c-adio,lw .."s, two of them. As a matter of fact, he was work-

ing on the second one when I called him at Columbia Records. And we got

together in August 1950, at a Chinese restaurant on 51st Street or 52nd

Street, went down to the bar of the old Ritz Hotel after that just before

they tore it down. And what he said was that, "I like this radio tape

business, but what I really want to do is 'Life Magazine of the Air' when

television is ready." So we agreed that what he ought- to do is come on

over and do radio tape show first and then think about moving from there

into television at some later date. Well, it took several weeks of nego-

tiation. In the meantime, ~ Ed Murrow who had been in Korea when all

this was happening came back again, and we J~cided to go with the tape show

in November 1950, and ..hi1e Fred was doing "Hear it Now" on tape, he'd be
So thaL'spreparing to get a television sho..ready to go for the next year.

, ,~ . "" ~ " .

roughly how it all cam e. about. We did about six months of "Hear it Now,"

then he ..ent into intensive effort during the summer of ~~ [1951] to do a

__ we didn't know ..hat to call it yet, but ..e finally had a meeting one day

and said, "Let's make it 'See It No..","
Heighton: What kind of subjects ..ere tackled in "See It Now?"

Mickelson: Well, the first one would look pretty primitive now. A lot of

it was just simply sho..ing the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans on a split

screen. But they got into fairly controversi~l topies. Both Friendly and

Murrow were quite emotional about repression, emotional about the broad-

casting that ..as going on at that time, emotional about the shouts of

Communism that were heard and the people ..bo were being burt by it, and a

number of shows were dealing with topics of that sort. ~ere's the famous........
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piece on Annie Lee Moss, for example, the black woman-- charwomanin a

.... government building in Washingtonwhawas losing - her job because they

well, they falsely charged her with having a Communistaffiliation.

There t S a case of an Army lieutenant namedRadulovich whowas [an] Air

Force lieutenant, I guess, if I rememberrightly, whowas discharged be-

cause his father had been a Communist. Andthey were doing a certain

amount of this fairly well researched and bU:l.1dinga reputation. And then,

of course, there was the famousMcCarthyshow•••

Heighton: Yes, give us the background on that, if you will.

Mickelson: Well, I don't knowtoo muchabout the background of that. My

own relationship with the Friendly-Murrowoperation started with the build-

ing of the first "Rear It Now." I spent quite a bit of time working in the

tape roomwith Fred on that, partly because I was learning a lot about tape

started and they were way, way over budget on the first few shows not

fifty percent over, seventy-five percent, but a hundred percent -- and I

• suggested that we better try to do something and I found that Murrowhad

gone directly over myhead up to Paley's office, and I got somewarnings to..........
"

stay out of __ donI t get involved with Murrowon budgets since he was on

the Board of Directors and I was a department head. There were so many

other things happening at that time. Wewere involved in the political con-

ventions, the elections, the Coronation, building a newsfilm organization

that I just thought, "I'll keep an eye on this generally and not -- there t s

no point in thrusting myself int.o it. They're quite competent to do it any-

way." So I knew in advance what they were going to do, but I dLdnt t go in-
I' ........
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and edit scripts or anything of that sort. I knew that the McCarthy

thing was coming up, I knew it would be explosive, and obviously I

watched it, but I made no effort to go in and do anything about it ..

..and I r Bl !lUX,? 'tiBee- •

End of Reel I, Side 2

------
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Reel 2. Side 1 (Side 3)
110,l{) :V (j;, -rk,

Heighton: IJ ... 'CBS back in
r • """,

/
"/' - " .. rr-" ._/ .• K //~, ...Iv .';;' ,.,

the 1950s?

Mickelson: Yeah, I guess r really became aware of the blacklisting on one

of the first nights I was in New York when' I was handed a sheet of paper

which onionskin paper which had a list of about thirty-five or forty

names on it, and I was instructed that under no circumstances were any of

the people on that list in any way be used on the air as producers, direc-

tors, writers, talent, or anything else.

Heighton: Who gave you the list?

Mickelson: Frank Stanton -- in his office and said, "Don't talk about it,

but when any question comes up concerning talent, just take a look at that

list." I don't know where that list came from, whether it came from an

advertising agency -- it could very well have. I don't think it came from

the Red Channels organizat~on, but ~. organi~ation called Red Channels was

doing research on individuals and publishing monthly information sheets a

and also annual publications called Red Channels. I don't guess -- I per-

haps didn't take seriously enough that list and on a couple of occasions

got pushed into makin~ recommendations concerning talent for~mbers of our

staff, particularly the documentary unit. And if I'd make a recommendation

I quickly got throttled and [told] "I don't think you'd better take that

person." Then we b;egan to run into cases that were not on the list, and

we began to run into various types of pressures. I guess the most shocking

revelation to me originally was the fact that I had a good friend who had

been head of the documentary unit and become Vice President for Programs

for radio • I came into the office one morning, probably at the end of 1950,
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Heighton:

and there was a note on my desk saying that, "Sorry I couldn't say goodbye

to you but I've been I've had to leave in a hurry." His office was

cleaned out completely·.

Who was that?
IJ • • (J1;/1,1-1. \Bob euli;er (sp?) was his name. Now I don't know whether that'sMickelson:

why he left or not but I assume that that's it, that there was something

in his past and he just got out and apparently went to Mexico. And pecu-

liar things of this sort would happen. I had one of my producers ask me to

go have lunch with him one day and he said, "I've decided to resign. I'm
J.-

going up to the Adirondacks tOAfarm. I'm going to be up there for awhile."

And he was quite tearful about the departure. He was a Harvard graduate

and apparently had been playing around with some left wing units while he

was in college at Harvard, where many of them had. This was a bit of a

shock.
. '/lj/f)/-U//.J'; i
~~_/We had another episode. on~~~an Stone -- Allan Sloane who was a very good

writer, had written "Martin Luther," for example, which the Lutheran Church

had been very happy about. We were using him during religious programs be-

cause he was having difficulty getting jobs doing any more dramatic shows,

and I finally got word once that "Do you have Allan Sloane booked for a

show? II
" h th i t at hand."I said, Yes. we ave e scr p "Well, don't play it."

Heighton: How did most of these people get on the list?

Mickelson: I don't know. I haven't any idea. It's all very mysterious.

I really haven't any idea. Some of them came from the blacklist, I sup-

pose. some by this grocery store operator named Johnson from Syracuse, but

I really don't know. However, on the Sloane case for example I protested.



and the man in charge of security, I guess you'd call it, the corporate
IH 1'/ /) '::., "'4 '."

vice presidentl'said, "Come on up to the office." And' he showed me some

documents, explaining that Allan Sloane under his original name had joined

some organizations. Now whether it's as innocuous 'as the Abraham Lincoln

Brigade, whether that innocuous or not I don't know. At least there were

things of that sort and until it all blew over the networks just knuckled

down to it and accepted it.

Heighton: How long did it take for it to blow over?

Mickelson: Well I guess it probably -- let's see, I first got into it in

late 1949 and it was still strong through 1954. I guess it began to ease

off by '55 or '56.

The most dramatic single episode that I got involved in was when -- involv-

ing Winston Burdette who was a very good CBS news correspondent. Winston

was working in Washington and very shortly after I had taken over the cor-

porate vice presidency in 'charge of news and public affairs in 1954 I'd

been told by Dan O'Shea, the corporate vice president in charge of looking

after these matters that I'd have to fire Winston. So my answer to that

was, "You know if it's necessary, if you've got the evidence on him, ob-

Viously I'll carry out the orders. But in the first place I must point out

to you that I'm very reluctant tO'do it because he's a useful citizen, and

secondly, I'm not going to do it until I've talked this thing over with Ed

Murrow." And I pointed out that the reason I wanted to talk to Ed Murrow

is that he would tear the organization apart if this thing happened without

his getting involved in it and knowing something about it,and he still had

enough strength __ charisma with all of the correspondents to be a very~.......
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damaging influence, so O'Shea said that he would then keep it in abeyance

for awhile. and we'd talk from time to time. Well, actually I guesS about

ten months had passed and we did talk and he said, "Do you still think

you want to save him?" And I kept on saying, "Yes, I do." Finally I

guess probably in late Mayor early June 1955, whe~ this was still going

on, he.said, "We're going to have some rocky days for ~ile. Burdette is..\

going down and testify before the Eastland Committee, and you'd better be

prepared for some shock waves because this is going to be a big story."

He still wouldn't tell me what it was all about. So we got prepared, we

prepared some press releases. I also decided to prepare a way for Winston

to get away from the big storm. We had need for a second correspondent in

London __ a second man there to work with Howard Smith for a few months,

couple months I guess, on a temporary basis and we'd been thinking about
,~ ..~&-~ .our ,·correspondent,·Bill Downs, back to the States again. So Imoving

called in Winston and said, "Look, I know what's coming up in general, and

just as soon as you've finished-testifying I'd like to have you go and fill

in that London job for a couple of months, with the intention then of send-
~ing you back down to Rome again when that's over. So we got that all set-

tIed and we didn't go into any details on it. I didn't think that necess-

ary. We got the publicity set, I.went out to San Francisco for the tenth

anniversary of the founding of the UN and was up in Canada after that when

the story broke. Well, it seems that Burdette h~d been a Communist Party

member before the~ar, had served as a courier carrying information from

the Communists in this country into Moscow early in the liar. He and his

then wife On one trip to Moscow came out through Iran. They were set upon
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- by what was commonly called bandits --now what a bandit is I haven't any

idea in northern Iran during that period. She was killed. He got away and

got to Turkey and was available doing some broadcasts for CBS from Turkey.
,0/Now he s a highly sensitive, intellectual, ski1lful~-writer, ad libber,

magnificent reporter, and quickly got himself into a position where he was

on the staff and I think had no further connections with his past at all.

I think he was a thorough-going capitalist cOn$ervative by that time. This

was all in the past, but all of this came out with banner headlines on front

pages of serious newspapers allover the country. But we saved him and he.. just retired in 1979 __ late 1978 -- after an illustrious career, but he nev-

er came back to serve in this country again. lie stayed in Rome right up to

the end.
That was one of the mos~ dramatic episodes. There's one other dramatic epi-

sode. Don Hollenbeck, who was another excellent reporte~, newspaperman with

a lot of good experience and a good broadcaster/· Don had baen assigned by

Ed Murrow during the late '40s when Murrow was in charge during an eighteen

• months period as an officer of the corporation. Hollenbeck was assigned the

"CBS Views the Press" show and in the process of preparing that on the New---J4t
York press __ it was a press critique -- the New York Journal American, the

paper.became quite upset by the fact that the Journal American, which
I CV£'0J

deserved it I think __ ~ getting a fair share of criticism -- and
Hearst

richly

I ......

the Hearst paper started going after Hol1enbeGk a~d they -- on some of the same,

I guess you might say, left wing indiscretions in his past that seemed to set

him up as a target. Now I don't think there was any validity to any of it at

all, but it kept him in a position where the company insisted he be taken off

"CBS Views the Press." We were using him on an-eleven o'clock Sunday night

television news program that went to
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the full network, and he was doing very very well at it, but he was a highly

emotional type and responded to criticism and also had personal problems of

his own. And we'd been -- his agent and I had several conversations and won-
~Otf.N7 .

dered about suicidal tendencies when he got really upset. ~M~ndlay morning

I get into the office quite early and there sitting in my office was his

agent. He said, "What are we going to do about Don now?" And he'd had a bad

night the night before on the air and apparently had been in a bar too long

before he went on the air and slurred some words and had troubles with it.

And while we were sitting there talking about it, the telephone rang. Some-

body was looking for Mrs. Hollenbeck. We·both knew instantly what had hap-

pened. He'd turned on the gas jets. But again there were other complicating

factors, but a lot of it was 'the fact that he'd been under this virulent

criticism from the Hearst press and had been subjected to _ lot of this

blacklisting sort of pressure. So there are some examples of the kind of

thing that we had to put up with.
Heighton: Those were difficult days, I'm sure, and you were under fire in

many respects, Would you comment on your recollections of the famous Murrow

broadcast about Senator McCarthy?
Mickelson: Well, on that one as I think I explained, I didn't really have

much to do with it in advance. Of course afterwards I did because we were

involved then in the storm. NOliMurrow did a - .and he and Friendly did a

magnificent job. They let McCarthy hang himself. There's no question about

that. McCarthy unfortunately for himself, McCarthy that is, and fortunately

for hie critics, just naturally looked and sounded like a villain. and given
•
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the exposure of his most villainous appearance and his most villainous moments

it was -- you know he was very easily destroyed. Now as part of CBS policy

Murrow and Friendly had offered him time in advance to respond. He accepted

the offer, almost jubilantly I guess, but the trouble is that when he came

he was just digging his grave even deeper at the point where he went on the
air to struggle back and try to clip Murrow. I think Murrow and Friendly had

one tremendous advantage at that time though. Their timing was superb.
Eisenhower and Jim Hagerty, his press secretary, had been fed up with McCarthy

for a long period of time. I think both of them wanted to find some way of

hitting him a good solid whack over- the back of the neck with a club, and the

opportunity __ I've forgotten what the circumstanCes were -- but anyway just

about four or five days before Murrow and Friendly went on the air with their

McCarthy show Hagerty had taken a good solid crack at McCarthy, so the force

of the White House was behind it at that time. That was the number one punch.

Murrow and Friendly came in with the number two punch. And then shortly later

the Senate Committee started after him. That very shortly meant the demise

of Mr. McCarthy.
Heighton: Soon afterwards you had to deal with another villain, didn't you,

on "Face the Nation" when Khruschev came to this country?
Mickelson: Well, not SO much of a villain, you know, as something of a clown,

But... (Laughs)
Heighton: People thought of him as a villain.
Mickelson: Yeah, that __ we'd been -- with that "Face the Nation" show we'd

.,b_n__
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... been trying to get big -name people at times when they were big in the news,

and we thought for a long time -- we had Molotov booked on the "Face the

Nation" once before and when he insisted on getting the questions in advance

we withdrew the invitation to him and got a lot of space out of it. In this

case, we'd been planning for Molotov again actually, and Dan Schorr who was

in Moscow and keeping up certain gentle rem~nders of it, and in Washington

our people had gone to the Embassy from time to time. And finally, oh I quess

in early May 1957 we got the word that the Chairman himself would be willing

to sit. Tliere were many who were surprised it was the Chai~man who was go-

ing to do it but apparently he wanted to do it himself so we quickly got our

organization set, we sent the camera personnel over from Washington. And I

guess Ted Koop who was running our Washington office was on the show. We

used Dan Schorr who was then our Moscow correspondent and we used one of the

",. other newspaper. correspondents in Moscow as another interviewer. The ques-

tion then came up, "This is a head of state. Are we limited to the half-

hour format?" I went to the Program Plans Board of the television network

at that time and made a plea for an hour on the "head of state" basis. And

they all thought it was great at ~ time and said, "By all means, go ahead-..-If: and do it." I went down to Washington one day before Koop and his crew left

for Moscow and talked to Jim Hagerty. He said, "Come on over and have lurch
in the basement of the White House," so Koop and I went over and had lunch
with him. We told him all about the event and Koop pointed out that one of

ttthe ftrst places he'd go when ~e got there was the Embassy -- to let the

Embassy know precisely what they were doing so they wouldn't be in the dark.
We de-Everything was going very nicely. The crew left, got it all set up.

termined that we would lock up the film until release because there'd be so

I ...... i And it Was due for release on -- the end of May
much question about t.
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